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Abstract 

Context: Public key infrastructure is used in various systems and services that we use on a 

daily basis in order to provide security services such as integrity, confidentiality, and 

authentication. 

Objective: The goal of this study is to conceptualize the current challenges that PKI faces 

through its key management lifecycle based on publications between the years 2007 to 2018. 

The results should be beneficial for the researchers and practitioners in this field.  

Method: The study is following a qualitative method. A systematic review has been used to 

conduct this study. The systematic review is a scientific method to identify, analyze, 

synthesize and evaluate the literature that is selected for the study. 

Results: From 86 published studies selected in the last stage of literature screening and 

selection, a total number of 11 different concepts that represent the current challenges has 

been identified. We found that the IOT domain was the most dominant field in the study (33% 

of total studies) while the key revocation phase received the most attention from the literature 

by 23%. We also provided a descriptive result of the literature based on the date of 

publication, key phase, origins of the authors and the domain. 

Conclusion:  

The study demonstrates a conceptual model to capture the current challenges in the PKI with 

respect to different environments and domains. Further research is needed that focuses 

primarily on the phases of the key management lifecycle within PKI in order to assess the 

challenges in respect to the key phases.  
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PKI: Public key infrastructure 
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CRL: Certificate revocation list 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
With the way how the world is offering services and doing business are continuously 

changing, there is the rapid growth of the services provided over the internet in many domains 

such as health, banking, government, legal and other services. These services need to establish 

a secure way to identify the communicated entities and enable the business and services to run 

with total confidentiality, integrity, and reliability (1). Also, the historically known internal 

services for enterprises such as email services, Intranet, communication tools, etc. are now 

forcing the internet to provide flexibility and productivity(2). 

 

 Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI) provides security means such as integrity, confidentiality, 

and authentication. It can offer a robust authentication mechanism by implementing it to be 

used in digital certificates. However, to utilize and govern the security mechanism provide by 

PKI, one must create the foundation infrastructure to be able to manage it in the best way. PKI 

is an essential component which other applications, systems, and networks will use to benefit 

from the security mechanisms (3).A number of industries, companies, systems, and 

applications are using PKI for their electronic transactions to provide a more robust security 

in their systems and to gain more trust from the users. PKI uses the concept of public key 

cryptography to provide a layer of security for the unsecured network communications(4).  

 

 PKI like any other security algorithm, has its weaknesses and challenges. Some of these 

challenges could be technical such as selecting and implementing the correct PKI solution, 

while some could be challenging on the business level, such as the ability to adapt it within 

the current business model (5). PKI systems and applications that are not well designed for its 

purpose may fail to live long due to its usability problem. Regarding Straub et.al, the major 

challenges for PKI systems are lookup and validation of certificates, the secure and reliable 

management of credentials, and the interpretation of policies and trust models (6).Verifying 

the identity of a user’s, the certificate authority could check the user’s credentials internally or 

could use a registration authority. The CA was designed to use an external RA, this will 

expose the CA to more risk such as miss-match between the CA and RA and will be a 

question about the trust between the CA and RA. The risk from the falsely identified user may 

legally affect the CA regarding to Kuhn et.al (7). Also, regarding to Babu et.al the current 

requirements of PKI demands the trust in the certificate authority that verifies the 

authenticator identity, there is a need, therefore to audit the PKI systems to provide a level of 

assurance and accountability into the system (8). Moreover, regarding to Malan et.al, there is 

a huge challenge with the use of PKI system within the resource-limited devices in the world 

of IOT due to the number of resources it needs to perform its’ related cryptography algorithms 

(9). 

 

Problem statement 

NIST, has identified key management as one of the biggest national cybersecurity initiatives 

that address the protection of electric applications (10). Many issues in the current key 

management methodology have been identified such as insufficient guidance, lack of 

scalability in the methods that manage key distribution process and the low-level of 

“unfriendliness” in these methodologies (11).  
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Nowadays, there is a rapid growth in the scale of the enterprises. The number of used 

applications, services and devices within one ecosystem is growing at a fast rate each year 

(12). Therefore, to plan the infrastructure and the services to manage an efficient key 

management procedure are getting more complicated and are costly to manage. As a result, 

the need to understand the current status of how the literature and best practices are handling 

the keys in the PKI lifecycle is essential to implement a secure, cost-effective and scalable 

PKI system. 

Objectives  

In this study, we aim to develop a comprehensive review on the current status in the literature 

on how they perform the operations of key management in their ecosystem and then create a 

conceptual model to demonstrate these challenges. We believe this would provide the 

practitioners, researchers and enterprises with a clear up-to-date review to use for future 

research, projects or applications.  This study will mainly focus on the key management 

operation through the key life-cycle in the PKI system and will build a conceptual model of 

how the literature and best-practices have addressed these challenges within the key life-

cycle.  

This study will follow a scientific approach of performing a systematic review to provide a 

trustworthy solution for the researchers and practitioners who want to have an overview of the 

current status of the key management methods in the PKI system. The followed method is an 

effective method to identify, analyze, synthesis evaluate the included literature in the study 

and connect it to the study objective (13).  

Research question 

The study will focus on the different concepts, solutions and best practices for key 

management. The specific questions are:  

 

 How could a conceptual model be built to capture the challenges within Key life-

cycle? 

 

The result from this study will be to conceptually build a picture of how the literature and 

best-practices have addressed these challenges within the key lifecycle and to investigate how 

the various challenges could be addressed in practice by developing a conceptual model to 

illustrate the lifecycle requirements for key management. 

Theory 

This study will follow the national institute of standards and technology (NIST) 800-57 

standard as a main theory. NIST 800-57 has classified the key lifecycle into different phases, 

states and functions. In the next chapter we will in details explain how this standard 

conceptualize the key lifecycle. 

Delimitation 

This study will focus on the key management part of the PKI system. It will study the 

challenges in key management throughout its life-cycle, then will build a conceptual model of 

how the literature and best-practices has addressed these challenges within the key life-

cycle. The study will not discuss the validity of falsity of the theories, models included in the 

literature or best-practices. 
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Significance and impact of research 

This study will be dedicated to providing a comprehensive insight and evaluation of the topic 

to enable the practitioners from different domains and businesses in addition to the studies 

that can benefit from this study’s findings and the results. For the practitioners, it will help 

them gain an understanding of the up-to-date insight of the most trending best practices in the 

industry and enable them to understand the key variables in this topic. It will also provide 

them with a high-level model that can be easily explained and understand by all stakeholders. 

This study will guide the researchers to discover possible gaps and the challenges in this 

research area so they can pursue future research and carry out their own contribution. 

Thesis Outline 

The remaining of this study will be organized as follows. Chapter 2 will focus on explaining 

the main key variables and concepts that will be involved in the study as a background for the 

readers. Followed with chapter 3, which will explain the steps of the research methodology of 

this study for both the literature review and the conceptual model. Chapter 4 presents the 

literature review of the selected studies. Chapter 5 includes the developed conceptual model 

based on the literature review results. In Chapter 6, the discussion of the finding and results of 

the study in addition to the limitations, gaps and future recommendations. In Appendix D, we 

listed the articles that met the criteria and used for this literature review.  
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework 
Nowadays, the networking infrastructure is marked as one of the most sensitive strategic 

infrastructures of the nation (14). Most of our daily used services as e-commerce, banking, 

health services, etc. are exposed over the internet. Therefore, cyber-attacks are considered one 

of the most threatening risks for the whole society that can cause tremendous damage in a 

small time (15). Public key infrastructure (PKI) provides security services that such as 

confidentiality, integrity, authentication, and authorization that can fulfill the security 

requirements of safely transmitting data over the network (16). In this chapter, we will give a 

brief account about the number of components and mechanisms that are either currently being 

used as a main building block of PKI or either aided in the develop the system of PKI to its 

current status. We will use these components later in the upcoming chapters to explain the 

operations of PKI and its role in regard to key management. 

2.1- Security services:  

Every security means aims to provide one or more security services. Basically, there are four 

different categories of security services. Data integrity is a service to prevent the 

unauthorized alteration on the data by unauthorized parties. Data integrity should provide a 

clear indication if the data was modified or not. Confidentially, is a service that limits the 

access to the data to only the entities that have proper means to access the data and protect 

against the unintended parties from retrieving the data. Identification service provides a proof 

of the source of the message and the destination of it. Accountability service provides a proof 

of the action for the parties that will be held responsible for it (such as a signature) (5,17).  

PKI is the framework that was designed essentially to provide security services, management 

operations and policies, interoperability protocols to support the use of public key 

cryptography in managing the keys and certificates in the ecosystem of the framework (5). 

PKI empowers the users to securely and confidently use an insecure network such as the 

internet to initiate a secure communication channel to exchange the data, credentials and 

valuable messages by utilizing the public key cryptography. A certificate authority CA in the 

PKI framework is responsible to provide the trust in the identity between the different users in 

its domain (18).  

The Public key framework has a number of components to provide the needed operations and 

service to manage the services provided by it. Certification Authorities (CAs), Registration 

Authorities (RAs), and directory services are the main components used to generate, 

distribute, manage and revoke the keys and certificates.  The digital certificates that are 

generated and distributed by these components, will be obtained by the users in the system 

and every digital certificate will identify the owner of it (17). PKI then establishes one of the 

most important operations, which is the trust of the hierarchy between the system. Before the 

PKI era, the entities on any network such as the internet wouldn’t have any form of trust 

between the different entities on the network. PKI framework introduced the chain of trust 

concept. The whole concept of chain of trust in PKI can be explained by the role the 

certificate authority which will be explained in detail later in this chapter but for now, we can 

briefly explain the flow of this process. When an entity is trying to exchange data to another 

entity whose identity is not trusted yet, each entity will separately establish a sort of trust 
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relation with the certificate authority according to the policies in the PKI implementation. CA 

at this point will authenticate the entities based on the authentication mechanism in the system 

and issue a digital certificate for each individual. This certificate is signed by the CA to 

provide solid proof of the entities’ identity. Now, since the two parties have obtained their 

certificates from the CA they trust, they can trust each other to start exchanging the data (5). 

The large adoption of PKI these days is due to the power PKI provides for the different 

businesses and domains to overcome the business needs, legal issues and security demands. 

PKI provides the trust, integrity and confidentially for the online transactions and help the 

enterprises to reach their goals. PKI’s components provide the ability to identify the users, 

applications and systems within the enterprise ecosystem in addition to providing digital 

signatures, data encrypting. PKI fulfills the needs of providing trust-worthy security services 

over an insecure network (18). 

2.2- Why Public key infrastructure? 

In the previous section, we explained the importance of PKI for enterprises in achieving their 

security goals by utilizing the PKI security services and eliminate the secret exchange phase 

of their communication initiation. However, in the PKI system, the keys and certificates are 

the most valuable resource that needs to be managed in a proper way (19). The main purpose 

of PKI existence is to provide efficient and secure management for the private and public keys 

through the key’s lifecycle (20). The lifecycle starts with a phase called “key generation”. In 

this phase, PKI generates a pair of keys for an entity. In the next phase, the key usage that the 

acquiring party will use is a private key to decrypt and sign the data. It is important to notice 

that the public key will be made public in a directory so other entities will be able to obtain it 

in order to be able to communicate with this party. The last phase of the key lifecycle, the 

keys will be revoked or expired and will not be used after that. This happens in case of the 

entity’s key has been compromised (will be revoked) or expired and reached its end of the 

lifecycle (21).  

In the first phase (Key generation), the pair of keys need to be generated and the private key 

needs to be distributed to the requiring party. A valid option could be to allow the requester to 

generate their own pair of keys to limit the access to the private key to anybody but them. 

However, allowing the users to create their own key on their own machine is a high risk, for 

example if the requester machine is connected to the internet then the keys can be 

compromised if the network was unsecured.  Hence, users should not be able to generate their 

key independently (22).  In the next phase, which is the key usage phase, PKI is responsible to 

make the public keys available for all the requesters. This process is not as simple as one 

would think, the entities which are making use of the public key should be provided by a 

method to verify their authenticity and validity in addition to knowing their properties (23). If 

Alice’s public key authenticity is not guaranteed by PKI, then any malicious party such as 

Vader can forge Alice’s identity. In this context, validity could mean multiple things. Public 

keys expire, get revoked and have a certain usage. For example, following the best practice of 

PKI, the user should use a different pair of keys to sign documents rather than the key pair 

that is used for identification services.  
 

Another task in PKI is to maintain a process to keep the public keys in a secure form and 

perform a certain set of precautions in case the public key becomes insecure. An example for 
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this if the HSM or smart card that belonged to one of the users where they keep their signature 

was compromised or stolen, another pair of it (public key) should be revoked and not used to 

this entity (24). Also, in case if the cryptosystem in the PKI has some flaws, then the public 

keys for all the registered entities in the system should be revoked and recreated after fixing 

the issue (25).  

PKI also provides a task to back up the keys to be used whenever it is needed such as if Bob 

loses his security module that contains his private key, Bob can’t access the encrypted 

message sent to him by the other entities in the system except if there is a backup key. This is 

a sensitive issue since, in principle, the private keys should be private and keeping another 

copy of it somewhere else apart from the owner’s machine is a high risk. It is important to 

note that the private keys that are used for signing documents do not need to be included in 

the key backup mechanism since it will be replaced by new key pair if needed (26). 

 

The last task provided by PKI in the usage stage is to provide protection of the private keys. 

This can be achieved by utilizing a secure medium to save these keys such as secure software 

or hardware as hardware security module HSM and smart cards. In case that the keys become 

expired or compromised, the PKI must handle these keys by making them unviable or revoke 

them. However, the invalid encryption keys will be immediately revoked by deleting the 

public key while the private key of this pair should be archived to assure the accessibility to 

the data that is encrypted using that public key. In the same manner, the compromised or 

expired pair of keys that are used for digital signature, the private key will be deleted while 

the public key will be archived to access the data that was signed earlier by that key (17).  

 

2.3- Public key infrastructure components 

The main components in the PKI that are responsible to provide the functionality of: 

certificate authority, registration authority, repository, and archive. While the consumer 

parties of PKI can be divided into two main categories, certificate holders and relying parties.   

The certificate authority (CA) main responsibility is to validate the identity of the entities that 

are wishing to communicate with each other. Authentication could be required step in the 

validation process of the certificate authority. While the registration authority (RA) is a 

component that is trusted by the certificate authority to register a user identity. The active 

certificated for the PKI system then will be saved in a database in a component called 

Repository, which can be accessed later by the certificate authority. The repository’s main 

role is to provide data for the requester entities to receive information about the current status 

of the digital certificate for another party that intended to send a signed message to it. Also, 

there is another database component called Archive, which is responsible for storing a backup 

version of the encryption key (not signing key) in case of future need (27). 

The certificate authority will then generate a certificate for each entity in the system after 

validating their identities. The certificate itself will contain the public key of the entity in 

addition to the holder’s basic information, details about the issuing and expiration dates of the 

certificate in addition to the certificate authority digital signature. The certificate can also hold 

more details about the signing party or recommendations for the public users (21).  
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The PKI system keeps track of the revoked certificates in the system by adding them to its 

internal list which is called certificate revocation lists (CRLS). CRLs saves also the data 

about the history behind the revocation of each certificate. The last component of the PKI 

ecosystem is the PKI users who will consume its services. The users of this system could be a 

human individual, system, service or a machine. The users depend on the PKI framework to 

provide the needed certificates, in addition, to validate and confirm the authenticity of the 

other entities in the system that are willing to interact with them (28,29).  

PKI functions 

As we have summarized the different components in the previous section, we will briefly 

explain what the typical services and functions that are expected from any PKI to provide for 

an organization.  

- User registration: The certificate authority will ask the user to authenticate using 

certain criteria in order to validate the user’s identity, then it will collect the user 

information and store it. Note that CA can delegate this task to a RA. 

- Certificate issuing: The CA will then sign the certificate and by this signature, the 

generated certificate will be considered an authentic proof of the requestor identity. 

- Certificate revoking: If the certificate became invalid before the stamped expiration 

date it will be revoked by the CA. As an example, for this scenario, if the private key 

for data encryption gets compromised or the owner of this certificate is not existing 

anymore (quits the job for example). 

- Certificate and Certificate revocation (CRLs) lost store and retrieve: PKI 

maintains the storing and retrieving the certificates and CRls via a directory service 

with access via LDAP. 

- Validation again the policy-based certificate path: PKI is capable of maintaining a 

set of policy-based constraints on the certificate chain and make sure that all 

constraints are valid. This function is performed by the certificate authority 

component. 

- Time-stamping: PKI adds a time-stamp on every certificate generated by it for 

authenticity and integrity reasons. 

- Key lifecycle management: PKI is also responsible for maintaining the key through 

its lifecycle from creating, updating, archive, and restore the keys. (2) 
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2.4- Key management: 

Key management is a broad term or concept that could be implemented in different methods 

and approaches depending on the context it will be used in and the intended audience (30). 

According to NIST publication, the key management system purpose is to provide a secure 

system to manage the cryptographic keys and to comply with the security policies, 

documentation process, and best practices for the managed keys  in which environment it is 

implemented (31).   

2.1- Key management standards: 

There are many organizations that develop and publish standards and specifications regarding 

PKI. These standards vary from one organization to another based on the standard purpose. 

Also, the standards are continuously changing to adapt to the new challenges in the 

information systems world. The national institute of standards and technology (NIST), the 

International Standards Organization (ISO), ASC X9, IETF and the Joint Technical 

Committee One (JTC1) has published their own PKI related standards. However, every 

organization and its standard focus on different aspects of the PKI deployment environment. 

The Accredited Standards Committee X9 (ASC X9) developed their standard for exclusive 

use by the financial services organizations while IETF standard is targeting the PKI standards 

in the internet realm (32). 

In theory, PKI solutions that satisfy the internet realm requirements are not required to 

regulate with the telecommunication and financial services need.  Other domains such as 

healthcare, industrial and retail have their own unique requirements for PKI usage. However, 

it is found that these industries tend to follow the steps of the internet, financial or 

telecommunication to implement their PKI. 

Table 2.1 lists the most used PKI related standard. The reader can use this information for 

further reading regarding the different PKI standards and its targeted domain and industry. 

 

Organization  Websites 

ASC X9  http://www.x9.org 

ETSI  http://portal.etsi.org/esi/el-sign.asp 

Federal PKI  http://csrc.nist.gov/archive/pki-twg/welcome.html 

IEEE PKI  http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/1363/index.html 

IETF Active WGs  http://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/ 

IETF Concluded WGs  http://www.ietf.org/wg/concluded/ 

IETF PKIX  http://www.ietf.org/wg/concluded/pkix.html 

IETF Security Area  http://tools.ietf.org/area/sec/trac/wiki# 

NIST PKI  http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/ST/crypto_apps_infra/pki/ 

pkiresearch.html 
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OASIS PKI  http://www.oasis-pki.org/resources/techstandards/ 

RSA PKCS  http://www.emc.com/emc-plus/rsa-labs/standards 

initiatives/public-key-cryptography-standards.htm 

Table 2. 1 Public key infrastructure standards. (32) 

1- NIST 800-57 

NIST 800-57 is a general-purpose standard from the respected national institute of standards 

and technology Also, it’s widely used by numerous number of organizations, industries and 

governments such as Amazon, Microsoft and IBM (33–35). 

In this study, we are adopting the NIST 800-57 standard for PKI key management as standard 

to follow. NIST has published a series of three-part documents that offer a comprehensive 

coverage of the key management process from different perspectives and for different views. 

The three publications are described below: 

- NIST SP 800-57 Part 1 

This publication has the system developers and administrators as the designated 

audience, and it is a general guide for key management  

- NIST SP 800-57 Part 2 

This publication targets the system and application owners with a main focus on the 

key management infrastructure for organizations, policy management and best 

practices.  

- NIST SP 800-57 Part 3 

This publication has the system administrators and users as intended audience with 

focus on the cryptographic methods and approaches that will be used in the key 

management systems.  

 

2.2- Key management lifecycle: 

During the lifecycle of the key in the PKI, the key goes through many stages and statuses. 

We, therefore, can look at the key lifecycle from different angles and interpret and categorize 

it in different ways. The following will describe the phases and stages of the key lifecycle in 

addition to the functions that are applied on the keys during this lifecycle. 

2.5.1- Phases and states 

 According to NIST, we could look at the key from an operational aspect, in this case, we can 

divide the operation phases of the key into four different categories pre-operational phase, 

operational phase, post-operational phase, and destroyed phase. Another aspect we could 

look at the key lifecycle is through the states of the key. NIST states that there are six 

different states which are pre-activation, deactivated, suspended, deactivated, compromised, 

and destroyed (31).  

2.5.1.1- Phases: 

- Pre-operation: In this phase the key may not have been generated yet and it will not 

be available for any cryptographic operations. A set of organizational attributes will be 

established at this phase.  

- Operational: The keys are in use with the PKI system. In this phase, the key could be 

in active, suspended or deactivate state. 
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- Post-operational: The keys are not in use by the system. However, the keys are still 

available internally. The keys could be in deactivate or compromised states. 

- Destroyed: The keys are not available anymore. Keys are in destroyed state.(31) 

 

In figure 2-1 one can see the lifecycle of the keys in the key management process divided into 

the different phases and states according to the classification of NIST publication. 

 

Figure 2. 1: Key management states and phases (31) . 
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2.5.2- Key management functions  

There are a number of functions performed on the keys during these phases and states, which 

are performed as a part of the management criteria of the keys. In figure 2-2 We can see the 

functions that are performed on the key during its lifecycle with the perspective of the 

different phases according to NIST publication.  

 

 

Figure 2. 2: Key management lifecycle functions (30,35).  

In the next paragraph, we will provide a short description of every function in the key 

lifecycle in the PKI system as you can see in figure 2-2. 

1. Key generation: In this function, the keys are generated based on the requester order. 

The main focus in this function is to use a reliable rando generator source to avoid the 

prediction probability. 

2. Key registration: After generating the key, it should be married to a user, application, 

or a system identity to approve its assurance for their authenticity claim.  

3. Key storage: The keys are stored in a safe storage in this function to be protected 

from unauthorized access and will be used only by the authorized entities.  

4. Key distribution and installation: This function includes sending the key to the 

requester that initiated the process. The challenge in this process is to truly validate the 

receiver identity before sending. In addition to using a secure channel to transport the 

key to the trusted party. 
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5. Key use: This function is reachable in the operational states where the key holder can 

reach to the PKI to provide assurance for the holder’s identity. 

6. Key rotation: This function includes creating a new set of keys for the user and 

replace the older key with the new key. sometimes the function is done periodically as 

a policy or as a response for compromised keys. 

7. Key backup: Is the process of taking a backup copy of the generated key to replace 

the operational key in case of key lose or accidental destruction. 

8. Key recovery: This function is performed if there is a need to recover a key from a 

backup for any emergent reason.  

9. Key revocation: The revocation process is moving the key from the operational phase 

to the post-operational phase. The key can’t be used any longer as identity for the 

holder and mostly will be replaced in case of compromised key or a doubt about 

compromised keys. 

10. Key suspension: Is executed when the key reaches its assigned end of life date and 

will retire from service. 

11. Key destroying: The function will be executed to destroy the key and delete it totally 

from the system including the backups. This function is only called if there is no need 

to keep the keys any longer. 

 

In the next chapter, we will analyze the literature depending on the previously mentioned 

framework (NIST 800-57) by analyzing the literature in regards to the different phases, states 

and function as the standard point. 
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Chapter 3: Research methodology 
In this study, we will follow a systematic literature review to answer the research question. 

The systematic literature review follows a well-defined method to answer the research 

question by identifying the related literature, analyzing the included studies and conclude the 

finding in a way that is unbiased and (to a degree) repeatable (37). The systematic literature 

review has an added value over the traditional way of performing a literature review as it 

offers more scientific value such as following a systemized method to conduct the study 

which provides more credibility for the study and preciseness. Because of these features, the 

systematic literature review was selected as the main method to follow in this study. 

According to Kitchenman et.al the systematic literature review can be a great tool for the 

researcher to explore the effects of some phenomenon within different settings and empirical 

methods with lower probability of biased results (38).  

In this study, we followed Kitchnman et.al  (38) method by conducting a systematic literature 

review. In figure 3-1, we described in detail the phases and steps we followed in this study 

according to the mentioned methodology we followed. 

 

Figure 3. 1 Systematic review steps. 

 

3.1- Planning for the review 

3.1.1- The need for a systematic literature review 

The need for a systematic review in this study is essentially coming from the need to review 

and identify how the current research approaches the PKI key management lifecycle and what 

are the most aspects and topic the researchers are focusing on. 

Before we start conducting this study, an initial search was performed to avoid any 

redundancy in this study and to ensure the need for this study was necessary. Three research 
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database portals were included in this process to provide insight into the current status of the 

intended study and if this research has been conducted before. The search has been performed 

on IEEE explore, ACM digital library, and Scopus. The search query that was used to search 

in the digital libraries was ((“PKI challenges” or “public key infrastructure challenges”) And 

“conceptual model”). The search included the title, keywords and the abstract.  Based on the 

search results, there were no results related to the provided search query. Therefore, this study 

will be an added value for the research topic due to not being a redundant study. 

3.1.2- Defining the key management lifecycle 

The key management lifecycle is divided into phases, states, and functions according to the 

previously mentioned standard that this method will follow. Some other standards could have 

more or fewer phases, states and functions. If any study in the literature is following another 

key management methodology with different phases than NIST (800-57), it will be compared 

to the phases, stages and functions in NIST (800-57) and then listed under the most similar 

phase, stage or function in NIST (800-57). 

3.1.3- Systematic review protocol 

Three digital databases were selected to initially selected to serve the goal of supporting a 

successful method in order to identify the literature that will be later included in this study. 

The three databases are: IEEE explore, ACM digital library, and Scopus 

3.1.4- Developing search queries 

In order to execute a successful literature identification and selection, a list of related 

keywords needs to be identified to be used later for the initial phase of literature selection. 

- Keywords exploring: 

The goal of this step is to collect the most relevant keywords to this study based on the 

existing literature. Based on the initial search mentioned in section 3.1.1, a search has been 

performed, a number of articles has been collected from IEEE explore, ACM digital library, 

and Scopus with more restrictions to the research. The search at this step has been performed 

on the studies between 2008-2018 with main search query “((("Abstract":challenges) AND 

"Abstract":key management) AND PKI)” and included the keyword “Public key 

cryptography” to limit the search result and the search has included the title, keyword and 

abstract. This keyword was selected because it was the top keyword in the three different 

libraries when the search was performed. These articles were included in this step to extract 

the most related keywords from them to include it in the search query. 28 articles were found 

in IEEE, 52 paper were found on Scopus, and 4 articles were found on ACM digital library. In 

total 81 studies were included in this phase.  

- Keywords forming 

In this step, a list has been formed and sorted by keyword frequent. All the keywords added to 

this list and are listed by the frequency from the highest score to the lowest. The keywords are 

listed in Appendix A with its frequency and frequency detection.  

- Keywords extracting 

The keywords with a frequency higher than 5 in Scopus and the frequency higher than 2 in 

IEEE has been chosen. The different selection criteria for these 2 libraries due to provide a 

comprehensive coverage of the keywords in addition to how the results from the two libraries 
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differ. In appendix A, it is clear that there is a big gap between the top keyword and the 

following one in IEEE results. In addition to some repeated results in both the libraries. In 

total 30 different keyword are selected. 

- Keywords refinement 

In order to restrict the result to related result as much as possible, we explored different 

combinations of the selected keywords to identify the most research-related search results. 

From the tested keywords. As a result of this, 23 keywords and key terms out of 30 are 

included the most relatable results. The result is represented in Table 3-2. It is sorted by the 

number of related articles in the result. 

Keyword  Key terms 

Public Key Cryptography Authentication, Security, Access Control, 

PKIS, Distributed Computer Systems, Mobile 

Telecommunication Systems, Security of Data, 

Telecommunication Networks, Wireless 

Networks, Ad Hoc Networks, Cryptography, Data 

Privacy, Wireless Telecommunication Systems, 

telecommunication security, cryptography, digital 

signatures, cryptographic protocols, message 

authentication        

  

Public-key Infrastructure 

Key Management      

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 

Public Keys      

Table 3. 1 search keywords and key terms 

- Additional keyword 

In addition to the previously mentioned process to identify and select the keywords, some 

additional keywords have been added to the final list of the previous work. Due to the nature 

of this study and regarding the method we decided to follow. We added the list of the 

functions that are performed by PKI key management as additional keywords in order to get  

a more related result to the topic and to follow the analysis method (NIST 800-57). The added 

keywords are key generation, Key registration, Key storage, Key distribution, key installation, 

Key use, Key rotation, Key backup, Key recovery, Key revocation, Key suspension, Key 

destroying. 

3.1.5- Literature selection criteria 

An inclusion and exclusion criteria were developed and applied on the title and abstract in the 

initial phase of the literature screening. This includes the studies title and abstract. If an article 

was found related to the research topic by answering the research question it will be included 

in the study. The criteria are listed below.  

- All the included studies should be published. 

- Only journal articles and conference papers are considered in the study. 

- The publishing data should fall between 2008 and 2018 
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- The articles context and settings should serve the purpose of this study by touching an 

aspect of the research question regardless of its method (qualitative or quantitative). 

- The study language should be English. 

- The study should follow a clear scientific method while conduction the study 

(empirical study) 

3.1.6- Data extraction 

The extraction was performed through reading the whole article and map it into the main 

concepts which are listed in Appendix B. These concepts will be used later in the study to 

build the finding.  

3.2- Conducting the review 

3.2.1- Research identification 

A systematic literature review has been conducted to identify the most relevant literature to be 

included in the study that can answer the research question. Zotero was the tool used to 

manage and organized the large number of studies that was included in the different phase of 

the study. Zotero (39) was used  to manage the references in the tool itself and used its 

integration with MS word to manage the referencing criteria and references section. 

3.2.2- Study selection process 

 In this phase, the main aim was to select the most relevant articles to answer the research 

question. We used the keywords and terms mentioned earlier in section 3.1.4 to run our first 

scanning of article identification of the related articles. In the first step, 6282 articles were 

found from the 3 selected digital libraries. The first screening was performed to exclude the 

articles regards the language (non-English) and for the duplicates. In this process, 34 articles 

were excluded based on the language and 1424 were excluded as they are duplicates. The 

second screening phases followed the exclusion criteria defined earlier resulting in 120 

articles. Afterword’s, 30 articles were excluded based on the title and abstract, leading to 90 

articles. Finally, 8 articles were added using the back-word search, 5 articles using forward-

search while 17 articles were excluded after full text reading to include 86 articles as the final 

set of articles in this research. Figure 3-2 explains the steps of selecting the articles until we 

reached the key articles to be included in the study. 
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Figure 3. 2 study selection process. 

3.2.3- Data extraction 

Data extraction was performed by reading the full-text for the final set of the included studies. 

The data then was then mapped into the different concepts which will be explained in the next 

section. 

3.2.4- Data analysis 

In this study, we followed a concept-centric matrix for data analysis (13). The main concepts 

are generated according to a matrix that was designed according to the research design in 

order to answer the research question that was stated at the beginning of this study. This 

matrix was used to analyze and extract the data from the 86 included articles in this research. 

We decided to have the main category in this matrix is the key lifecycle state.  

The reason for doing that is, we are following NIST 800-57 mythology in describing the 

lifecycle of the key management and want to address the challenges in every state of the key 

lifecycle. We didn’t choose the phases or functions (mentioned earlier in section 2.2) because 

of the scope of this research. The phases are a broader term which doesn’t describe in detail 

what is the actual state of the key. Regarding the functions, it could vary from a method to a 

method or some functionality could be included or merged with another functionality in some 

solutions. In Appendix C, we described our matrix with a sample of the included literature for 

integrity purposes. In addition to the concepts, for each article there were extra columns to be 

used in the analysis phase to address the descriptive findings of the literature. We added Id, 

title, publishing year, key management state, and the relevance of scale from 1-5 (the scale is 

based on full-text reading). 
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Chapter 4: Results 
In order to provide an easy way for the researchers and practitioners to understand the results 

of this study in a simple way, we will divide the results section into two main stages. The first 

part will focus on providing a report of the descriptive data of the studies that are included in 

this study. This will classify the included articles with the corresponding year of publication, 

study domain, key phase focus, and country of publication. In the other part of the results, we 

will provide a thematic finding that is extracted and mapped during the data analysis phase 

from the included articles. In this part, we will explore the finding and briefly state the 

challenges under each theme and connect it to the key management phase if possible.   

4.1- Descriptive findings: 

By using the methods mentioned above in section 3.2.2, a total of 86 articles met the criteria. 

The results chapter is based on reviewing these 86 articles. 

a- Year of publication 

The studies were assessed by publication year as described in figure 4.1. In this figure, we can 

see that studies that have been conducted on the PKI have increased in publication in the past 

3 years (2016-2018) (n=39).  As a result, for this acceleration, we can notice that 2018 gained 

the highest number of published studies in this field of this study (n=17). This is due to the 

accelerated growth of the need for PKI studies in the emerging new domains which will be 

explained in the following section.  

 

Figure 4. 1 Distribution of studies in respect of the publication year. 

b- Study focus domain 

In figure 4.2 shows the classification of the study domain with respect to the articles included 

in this study. One can notice the accelerated escalation in the studies that focus on the IOT 

and Cloud domain due to the up and coming trend in the recent years where many solutions 

and systems are relying more on cloud infrastructure and IOT connectivity (n=29). Moreover, 

the studies that are focusing on the general concept in PKI came as second largest focus 

(n=27) and Cloud domain were discussed by (n=12) articles. While other domains such as 

industrial (n=5), e-commerce (n=3). Finally, Web, ad hoc networks, e-government, healthcare 

are having an equal number of articles included (n=2) and aviation, big data (n=1). 
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Figure 4. 2 Distribution of studies in respect of the focus domain. 

c- Key phase focus 

As shown in figure 4.3, the studies are classified with respect to the key phase that the studies 

are mainly focusing on. The number of the studies that are discussing multiple phase of the 

key management phases are the largest number among the included studies (n=51). After that, 

key revocation (n=10) and key distribution and deployment (n=6) come in the second place 

while the other key phases have shared almost equal focus by the studies, as we can see in 

figure 4.3 

 

Figure 4. 3 Distribution of studies in respect of the key phase. 
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d- Origins of the authors 

In figure 4.4, the studies are classified with respect to the country where the studies were 

conducted. In this figure, we can see that China gained the most focus in the researchers that 

are focusing on the PKI among all the other countries in the included studies (n=22). The 

United State of America comes in second (n=13) with India following (n=9). Note that studies 

that were conducted by joint effort came in the second among the included studies (n=11).  

 

 

 Figure 4. 4 Distribution of studies in respect of origin of the authors
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4.2- Thematic results: 

To answer the study question, this section will be used later as input for the conceptual model. 

We will first explain each concept found in the literature and state how the literature 

approached it and in what aspect it was discussed.  

The literature provided several concepts that represent the current challenges with the key 

lifecycle in the PKI. Each study focuses on a specific topic that includes one or more of the 

key life-cycle phases. As shown in figure 4.5 some concepts gained more focus in the 

research more than the other ones. In the next section, we will explain these challenges, which 

are displayed in the corresponding concepts and briefly explain these challenges according to 

the included studies.  

 

Figure 4. 5 Distribution of studies in respect of the focus concept. 

Note: The total sum of these concepts does not reflect individual articles, as some articles 

could describe multiple concepts. Check appendix C for detailed information about mapping 

each study to the concepts.  

4.2.1- Main concepts from research stream: 

In the next section, we will list the result concepts from the literature review analysis phase 

based on the used analysis matrix. For each concept, we will state what domains were mostly 

focused on in addition to a sample of the challenges from different domains as the literature 

states.  

 Performance 

As we can see in the distribution of studies in respect of focus concept, we can notice that the 

performance issues in the PKI were the main discussed concept among all the concepts. 41% 

of the articles that focused on the performance issues were mainly focusing on the IOT 
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environment, 25% focusing on the general-purpose PKI and 16% focusing on the cloud 

environment. While the other 18% are distributed among other domain such as networks, 

healthcare, industrial and aviation.  

Ting et.al stated that the traditional PKI is not capable to adapt to the IOT environment due to 

the componential loads in validating the public keys because of the limited resources for the 

IOT devices and the high cost of the provided storage and computational power needed for 

PKI. Moreover, PKI requires extra computing time to validate the public key with the 

certificate path (40). Tan et.al discussed the shortcomings in the PKI in respect of IOT and 

specifically the Vehicular Networks (VNs) and states that in the deployment phase of the PKI 

in this environment, there is a need to distribute the public key by any vehicle to the other 

vehicles in the network, also, the receiver needs to validate the authenticity of this certificate 

with the CA which causes wastage in the communication bandwidth in addition to latency in 

the communication within the network which the VN network can’t afford that cost (41). 

Bechkit et.al supports this claim by stating that in the WSN context of IoT, despite the efficient key 

management in the PKI, the usage of PKI is still not possible because of the limited resources sensors 

in the WSN (42). Ahlawat et.al performed a research in the WSN environment as well and stated that 

the resilience of the key management that is used in the WSN in order to provide security services is 

considered a performance metric, and proposed a standard PKI based solution to overcome the some 

of these attacks that could occur in the WSN environment (43). Misra et.al focused on the 

industrial usage of IOT devices and challenges of using PKI in such environment, they 

pointed that there is a noticeable amount of communication and processing overhead due to 

the usage of PKI (44).  

On the other hand, in the cloud settings, Wang et.al states that the PKI provides insufficient 

performance in the cloud environment and comes with a high-cost when used for checking 

remote data possession in the cloud due to a large amount of data and number of transaction 

that happen simultaneously in the cloud (45). Jameel et.al mentioned that in the cloud 

environment there is a need for a cloud customized PKI rather than traditional PKI due to a 

large amount of data in the cloud. It’s a challenge to use traditional PKI. The cloud PKI 

promised a certain level of granularity which requires a high-quality performance the 

traditional PKI can’t deliver in such environment (46). Mahmoud et.al conducted research in 

the aerospace domain and stated that when revoking a certificate, it needs to be added to the 

CRL and publish this list later in a periodic manner. Mahmoud et.al pointed out that this 

behavior causes the CRL to grow to large size in such domain with many entities which can 

cause unacceptable network performance issues (47). 

 Scalability 

Scalability focus in the studies came as the second discussed topic in the literature. 35% of the 

included studies, discussed the scalability challenges in a general-purpose PKI setting while 

28% of the studies focused on the IOT domain and 14% mainly addressed the cloud 

environment while the other 18% focused on other domains such as industrial and healthcare. 

Raza et.al stated that, in the deployment process of the certificates in the IOT environment, it 

is required to verify the certificate within the verification infrastructure and such 

infrastructure is often not available when a large number of IOT devices are deployed which 

creates a challenge to the key establishment process especially when the client has not 

validated itself with the server before (48). Therefore, using PKI for large-scale deployment 
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of IOT devices is not viable (48). He et.al pointed out that the PKI system has  a number of 

issues to satisfy the scalability requirements in the smart grid due to the specific requirement 

in the smart grid environment which the PKI can’t meet the security requirement in the 

limited resources devices and not supporting all the different protocols these devices are using 

(49). While Lin et.al discussed the scalability issue from the key escrow perspective, Lin et.al 

stated that a conflict in the requirement could happen in the PKI which will require each user 

to acquire two certificates and the escrow authority would backup all the private key. This 

would hinder the scalability of using PKI in an environment where a large number of users 

are communication constantly (50). On the other hand, Mahmoud et.al pointed out that in the 

aerospace setting of PKI, there are shortcomings in the PKI usage due to the growing size of 

the CRL which can expand to large size which could hinder the scalability of the system (47). 
Fongen et.al states that in a cross-domain PKI validation, the CA needs to fetch the CLR from 

the original CA which issues this certificate and translate it into an internal list which will 

lead to challenges in the scalability of revocation list distribution (51).  

 Identity-based 

From analyzing the literature, it is clear that there is a trend in the PKI derivative solution to 

use the identity-based PKI instead of the traditional PKI. The articles that focused on the 

identity-based PKI focused mostly on the cloud PKI employment with 50% of the literature 

and the second discussed domain was IOT with 14%, the remaining focused on the general-

purpose PKI. 

Zhou et.al stated that the tradition PKI requires a certificate for the user and the management 

process for this certificate come with a high cost in the storage units and the computational 

power, therefore using identity-based PKI would save the overhead of using the public 

keys(52) . In the cloud environment, Peng et.al pointed out the using PKI in the cloud 

environment could be complicated and resource consuming process, therefore, they propose 

an identity-based solution to these issues (53). Ruan et.al also supported this claim by stating 

that using the PKI in the IOT environment has drawbacks as the bandwidth cost and the 

authentication delay time because of using the public key certificate and called for using 

identity-based instead (54).  

 Authentication 

54% of the literature that focused on the authentication challenges in PKI were conducted in 

IOT environment. 23% discussed the authentication challenges in e-commerce environment, 

13% focused on the general-purpose PKI and 10% on the cloud environment. 

Arifeen et.al states that the cloud PKI implementation should be differentiated from the 

traditional PKI by supporting multi-domain atmosphere between different defense 

organizations and data centers to provide inter-cloud authentication (55). Harn et.al points out 

another challenge in the authentication is the inability of the PKI to provide authentication 

services in the current design and they propose a new design in this direction (56).Zhang et.al 

discussed the shortcoming of PKI authentication ability in the e-commerce environment. They 

stated that the foundation is there but due to the special requirement of the e-commerce as 

real-time certificate revocation and distribute the revocation information to assure the 

authentication and integrity of the PKI (15). 
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 Privacy 

The privacy challenges in using PKI were mostly discussed in the cloud environment. 50% of 

the studies that focused on the privacy issues had the cloud as the main interest and settings. 

The studies that focused on the IOT environment were 40% of the total studies and the other 

10 focused on a general-purpose PKI. 

Yu et.al stated that the PKI lacks the predominant governing body to enforce the standard in 

the used of PKI which could jeopardize protecting the privacy in the cloud (57). Li et.al stated 

that there is a challenge in the cloud environment to provide data privacy using the tradition 

PKI due to the lack of PKI design solutions such as providing ring signatures and group 

signatures-based authenticators (58). On the other hand in the IOT environment, Berg et.al 

states that in the VNs it is essential to provide anonymity for the user (vehicles) of PKI to 

provide privacy for them and protect their identity, which is not applicable in the current 

design and implementations of PKI (59). In the same field, WASEF et.al stated that the 

current PKI is unable to  provide the needs of privacy for VANET such as location privacy 

and fair revocation (60).  

 Decentralized PKI 

50% of the studies that mainly focused on the decentralized PKI as a main topic were 

targeting the IOT environment while the other 50% targeted a general-purpose PKI. 

Primarily, the studies that were interested in the IOT domain focused on using a blockchain 

distributed nodes instead of certificate authority because of the distributed nature of VANETs 

(61). Jiang et.al states that the centralized PKI could introduce the risk of a single point of 

failure in the deployed environment (62). Also, Won et.al stated that in the traditional PKI 

controlled IOT environment, a single point of failure could occur which will affect all the 

nodes on the networks in addition to the inability of the IOT devices owners to manage their 

own certificated which often are deployed by the manufacturer which jeopardize the users 

privacy if the private key is leaked or breached at the manufacturer end (63). While Khan et.al 

pointed out some challenges in the certificate revocation issue in the VANETs due to its 

distributed nature. In this context, the certificates will be revoked from malicious users or the 

user that misuse their privilege. After that this revoked certificate should be added to the CRL 

and notify all the users on the network with this update. This is not possible in the current 

design on PKI due to its centralized design (64). 

 

 Accountability 

Out of 6 articles that focused on the accountability challenges in the PKI, 4 of them focused 

on the general-purpose PKI, 1 paper on web environment and 1 of the cloud environments. 

The literature that focused on addressing the accountability aspect of the PKI, discussed how 

the PKI lacks a mechanism to provide logs for the certificate authority operations in the web 

context to provide accountability and transparency. Matsumoto et.al states that due to the 

certificate authority errors and compromises, unauthorized certificates could be issues for 

malicious websites to use,  as what has happened with Google, Facebook, Skype, Yahoo, 
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Microsoft, and Mozilla (65). Khan et.al supports this cause and states that due to the 

compromised certificate authorities recently, a transport approach should be followed to 

provide accountability for the Cas by following a log-based approach (66). The work in this 

field still not mature and suffers from a shortage in monitoring, performance and data 

structure (66).  

 Trust 

The majority of the articles that focused on the trust challenges in the PKI were targeting a 

general-purpose PKI. Out of 7 articles focused on the trust, 3 focused on general-purpose PKI, 

2 on the cloud environment, 1 on IOT environment and 1 on the web environment. 

Chen et.al pointed out the trust challenges in the PKI such as the security aspects are not 

systematically discussed in the notary nodes that are supposed to validate the certificate 

authority behavior (67). Moreover, if any certificate authority is compromised or not-

functional, the whole PKI ecosystem would be corrupt and not trustworthy(67) . Won et.al 

discussed the trust challenges from the IOT environment perspective and stated that, if the 

root certificate private key is somehow got compromised, all the entities will lose trust in this 

certificate authority instantly (63). 

 Security vulnerabilities 

In total, 5 articles focused totally or partially on the security vulnerabilities that can be 

exploited to attack the PKI. 2 articles focused on the IOT environment while the others 

focused on the industrial domain, Web and general-purpose PKI (n=1).  

Chen et.al states that the recent attacks on the PKI systems showed a vulnerability in the core 

of the PKI which is the certificate authority. Well-known certificate authorities such as 

TurkTrust, CNNIC, DSDtestProvider & eDellRoot were compromised and used to issue 

unauthorized certificates for domains such as Google, Yahoo, Skype and Mozilla (67). He 

et.al pointed out that in the smart grid environment and due to its openness, it could be 

targeted more by DOS attacks which is not genuinely covered by the traditional PKI and  

lacks resilience in this field (49). 

 Cost 

In total, 3 articles in the selected literature discussed the cost challenge in the PKI. 1 paper 

focused on the e-business domain, 1 on the cloud environment and another one focused on the 

general-purpose PKI. 

Zhang et.al argues that the cost of introducing PKI into the e-business comes with a high-cost 

especially in enterprises that haven’t applied PKI services in their systems before due to its 

complexity and interdependencies (68). Krzywiecki et.al discussed in detail the economic cost 

comes with using PKI within the e-government systems where the running cost of certificate 

authority or the cost of it getting compromised are quite high and if a third-party CA would be 

adapted, they will charge per certificate and make the validity of the certificate short to 

maintain adequate income from the CA which will conflict with the business needs (69). 

Tewari et.al focused on the cost of using PKI in the web environment and stated that, the 

uptake of using certificates by the users is not growing due to the cost of the certificates that 

could be between $200 – $2000 which is too prohibitive by individual user and suggests that’s 
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why only the commercial user of it is applied (70).  Mahmoud et.al argues that in the aerospace 

domain, the PKI provides a suitable solution but the cost of having it is considered higher than ad hoc 

solutions due to the cost of setting it up and maintaining it (47). 

 Hardware security modules 

2 articles in the included literature focused on using the hardware security module to store the 

certificates in the key storage and backup phases in the PKI. Both of the studies were 

conducted in a general-purpose PKI setting.  

Souza et.al argues that, the usage of HSM brings a lot of good for PKI system to safely store 

and backup the keys, on the other hand, it could be a security risk there, if it wasn’t managed 

securely as managing the access right for the management and what the roles and operation 

this team can accomplish on the HSM. Also, Souze et.al mentions that there is no audit or 

backup mechanism in the HSM itself and all the development done in this field are mostly 

done by private companies and kept as secrets (71). XiuLan et.al states that, in order to use 

HSM to store, backup and recover the certificates, there is overhead management  which will 

be added to the PKI system just in order to maintain the HSM such as access rights, databases 

and firewalls (26). 
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4.2.2-  Conceptual model 

In order to build a conceptual model that will reflect the current challenges in the PKI based 

on the finding in the previous section, we grouped the discovered domains/environments that 

the literature discussed by each concept found in the analysis matrix. The conceptual model is 

a bubble-style and the size of the bubble reflects the amount of interest by the researchers on a 

certain concept. Inside each concept, there are groups of domains that the literature discussed 

in respect of it and the size of the bubble reflects the interest it received from the literature in 

respect of the parent concept.  

 

Figure 4. 6 Conceptual model. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 
The findings from this study suggest that there are 13 distinctive current challenges for the 

PKI. These challenges are: performance, scalability, identity based, authentication, privacy, 

decentralized PKI, accountability, trust, security vulnerabilities, cost, and hardware security 

modules. These challenges could have a larger effect or less effect depending on the domain 

and the environment the PKI is planned to run at. Therefore, the results can be interpreted 

slightly different if we pair each concept with the domain.  

Somehow not surprisingly, the rise of internet of thing (IoT) in the recent 10 years have 

heavily influenced the researchers to focus in the IoT solutions and adaptions to be able to 

provide the same security services in a different environment for the IoT devices. We can see 

that 34% of the literature focuses on IoT domain. 39% of these articles that focused on IoT 

specifically focused on the vehicular networks (VNs) and its deviations such as vehicular 

social networks and Vehicular ad-hoc network. While 30% of the IoT studies focused on 

wireless sensor network (WSN), 21% focused on the smart grid with the remaining focused 

on the industrial domain of IoT.  

IoT devices are known to have limited power and computational resources which requires all 

the application that will run on the top of it adapt with that and this includes PKI that had to 

change its design and implementation to be capable to survive in these environments 

(47,72,73). This dramatic growth in the IoT is driving PKI towards new paths and introduces 

new solutions to this environment. For example, many of the researchers are discussing 

various solutions that pave the road into using certificateless (known as decentralized PKI 

also) instead of using the traditional PKI (63,72,74–76) . This is due to the decentralized 

nature of IoT devices such in WSNs or VNs it is almost impossible to adapt the traditional 

PKI in these environments. Also, blockchain is a rising technology to PKI system which is 

promising to support PKI functionality such as certificate-less PKI and provide logs and 

transparency services. In relation to that, concepts such as performance, scalability and 

authentication received the most attention from the literature due to the ongoing effort to 

overcome the shortcomings of running PKI to support the IoT devices that are deployed in 

such various environments.  

On the other hand, we can see that the cloud environment shares some of these challenges 

with the IoT environment but still has its specialty.  For example, in the cloud environment, 

researchers focused mainly on the identity-based PKI, privacy and authentication more than 

the IoT environment. This is due to the different security requirements for the cloud 

environments as it promises high-level of assurance, privacy and overall security to its 

customers while IoT domain still struggles with delivering an acceptable level of security. 

The cloud environment as well handles with an enormous number of transactions per second 

and a large amount of data (48). To be capable of providing security services using PKI on the 

top of these requirements, the cloud environment requires a high level of performance, 

scalability while providing privacy and trust in the system with a acceptable cost for the 

customers, therefore we see these concepts are trending in the cloud domain as well 

(46,72,77).  
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We noticed also that a number of studies that focused on solutions or enhancements for the 

traditional PKI are remarkably small comparing to the studies that are focusing on new 

technologies such as IoT, cloud and Industrial 4.0 (54). This could be due to the accumulated 

effort during the past year that focused on the traditional PKI and addressed many aspects of 

it and now a shift of focus to the newer fields that need more attention are due to its newly 

emergence and the challenges that previous research was unable to address yet. 

Also, many articles shared the interest of proposing solution for auditability and integrity of 

the PKI system specially in the web realm and supported the cause of providing PKI with a 

mechanism to show the flow in a transparent way which will provide a way to report a PKI 

disconfirmation and reactions by creating public log for the PKI. These articles proposed to 

use blockchain technology in order to make this possible (58,65,78–80). We think this 

demand is rising by researchers due to the number of attacks and unauthorized access to 

different main PKI systems that have happened recently (65). Also, this could be due to the 

rise in blockchain technology, which offers a lot to the industry and provides transparency 

over the PKI functionality.  

Unexpectedly, there are very few articles that mainly targeted one key phase in depth, rather 

the studies briefly mention the key phases that their research targets. Most of the articles that 

targeted one key phase focused on the key revocation phase. This could be mainly due to the 

high importance of this phase in addition to the lack of studies and solutions in the new 

environments such as IoT and cloud. The key revocation phase is necessary to be managed 

properly in these distributed environments since all the PKI subscribers need to be updated 

instantly when a subscriber gets their certificate revoked to control the malicious user’s access 

to the system.  Key generation and distribution are a challenge also in these environments for 

the same reasons mentioned before whilst it received quiet less amount of interest of the 

researchers due to the available workaround for it and because key generation and deployment 

are not posing high security threat if not handled immediately as the key revocation phase.  

Most of the included articles in this study did not focus on the challenges of PKI as the main 

topic, rather they address one or more of these challenges and then try to propose a solution, 

method or a framework to overcome these challenges, therefore it was not possible to relate to 

other studies that focused mainly on the challenges in the PKI in order to compare between 

those findings and the findings in this study. Therefore, this study was not able to compare it’s 

finding to previous studies. 

  Finally, we choose to map the results into the conceptual model as a two-dimensional matrix 

which connects the concept found of the literature and put it in the context of the different 

domains/environments which can be more meaningful to the readers.  
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Research gaps: 

This study focuses only on the current challenges and limitations of the functional and 

operational aspects of PKI without diving in depth in the technical challenges of the system. 

Also, there was a lack of literature that focused mainly on the challenges in the PKI system as 

the studies found in this study have focused more on addressing one issue at a time and trying 

to propose a solution for it.  Therefore, finding high-quality empirical studies that are similar 

to this work was not possible. The comparison between this study and other similar ones was 

then not possible and considered a limitation and gap within this study. Moreover, the initial 

intention in this study was to focus on the key phases through the key management lifecycle 

while the results were presented in respect of the domain due to the limited studies that 

address the PKI challenges in light of the key management phase because of the limited 

research material that is discussing the challenges from the key lifecycle in specific and in 

general the researchers are focus on single of few challenges and try to address these 

challenges in their solution/framework.  Therefore, finding a stratifying number of research 

articles that mainly focused on the challenges in the PKI key lifecycle was a limitation in this 

study. Also, due to this limitation in the literature that focuses on the PKI key lifecycle 

challenges, it was not possible for this study to compare our finding with previous studies and 

point out what has changed through the years. 

During the process of implementing the conceptual framework, it was decided to demonstrate 

in bubble style to present the finding in one big model to summarize all the findings. Also, we 

thought that presenting the challenges with respect to the different domains will help the 

readers to quickly understand the challenges surface in each domain for each concept. 

However, there is a limitation in the model not presenting the finding in respect to the key 

lifecycle phases. This is due to the limited research papers which made it impossible to 

discuss from this angle. 

Recommendation: 

After reviewing 86 articles in this study, we could find a clear pattern and direction of the 

literature especially in the recent 2-3 years that can aid in future research in the field.  

Primarily, the direction in the literature heading mostly towards certificateless (decentralized 

PKI) due the ability to provide the security services of PKI without performing overhead 

computational power and energy should be highlighted in future research, exploring more the 

certificate revocation process within distributed IOT devices environments such as networks 

or WSNs. Also, blockchain technology is highly used in recent articles with researchers using 

it to support the certificateless PKI and provide logs services for PKI to offer accountability 

and transparency. These studies only focusing on the IoT and Cloud domains, demonstrate the 

call of more research on other domains such as banking and finance to further explore the 

benefits of utilizing blockchain in both the financial transaction and for PKI functionality. 

Future studies should also focus on bringing these technologies into enterprises on the 

premises solution as it can offer better performance and scalability. Additionally, there is a 

need for more research that focuses mainly on the phases of the key management lifecycle 

within PKI in order to look at these challenges in respect of the key phase. 
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Conclusion: 

This study followed a systematic review methodology to investigate the e-identification 

challenges within the literature between the years of 2007 to 2018. The purpose of this study 

was to conceptualize the challenges of the public key infrastructure in the e-identification 

realm. From the 86 published articles included in the systematic review, a systematic review 

to extract and synthesize the data and the report the results were used.  

This study found 11 concepts that represent the current challenges in the PKI which are 

performance, scalability, identity based, authentication, privacy, decentralized PKI, 

accountability, trust, security vulnerabilities, cost, and hardware security modules. 

A conceptual model was created to capture the challenges in the context of different 

environment and domains. Further research is needed that focuses primarily on the phases of 

the key management lifecycle within PKI in order to assess the challenges with respect to the 

key phases.  
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 APPENDIX A 
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6 Public Key 

Infrastructure     
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9 Access Control      9 

10 PKIS      9 

11 Distributed 
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Telecommunication 
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13 Security Of Data   8 

14 Telecommunication 

Networks      
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15 Mobile Ad Hoc 

Networks     
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17 Ad Hoc Networks      6 
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19 Public Key 

Infrastructure (PKI)     
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21 Public Keys      5 

22 Wireless 

Telecommunication 
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18 IEC standards  1 

19 Internet of Things  1 

20 SCADA systems  1 

21 aerospace 

computing  
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Appendix B: concepts/themes  
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4 Authentication 

5 Privacy 

6 Decentralized PKI 

7  Accountability 

8 Trust 

9 security Vulnerabilities 

10 Cost 

11 Hardware security modules 
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Appendix C: Analysis concept matrix 
 

Note: The following screenshot is just a sample of the used analysis matrix 
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